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Knowledge 

Levels (KL) 

K1 - Remembering K3 - Applying K5 – Evaluating 

K2 - Understanding K4 – Analysing K6 – Creating 

 

Part A - Answer ALL Questions.                    10 x 2 = 20 Marks 

No. Question KL 

1. ‘Software doesn’t wear out’-Justify. K4 

2. Is it always possible for realizing win-win model for software? Justify K4 

3. 
Distinguish between the terms normal, expected and excited with reference to 

requirements. 
K4 

4. What do you mean by Functional and non-functional requirements? K2 

5. List the characteristics of testable software. K1 

6. What is the design quality attributes ‘FURPS’ meant? K2 

7. Differentiate traditional development with object oriented system development. K4 

8. Identify objects and methods in a payroll system. K2 

9. Enumerate the advantages of unified approach.  K1 

10. Define the term artifacts in UML. K2 

 

Part  B - Answer ALL Questions.                    5 x 16 = 80 Marks 

No Question Marks KL 

11. (a) Explain the agile process model in detail with suitable diagrams. 16 K2 

OR 

 (b) i. Illustrate three examples of software projects that would be 

amenable to the water fall model. Be specific. 

8 K4 

ii. A hospital named XYZ requires a laboratory management system 

and has contacted your firm. You have 20 programmers, out of 

which 15 are busy with other projects for the time being. The 

hospital intends to acquire laboratory equipment, which they want to 

interface with the computer system. The annual evaluation of the 

hospital is due soon, in which computerization initiatives are 

appreciated. The owner of a video store has contacted you to 

develop a system to keep track of videos and rentals. He feels that 

with the growing number of customers, such a system will greatly 

help in managing accounts and providing better customer service. 

List the process model that you think will be most appropriate for 

the above situations. Also list your reasons for choosing the process 

model. 

8 K6 

 



12. (a) i. Differentiate Functional and non-functional requirements 6 K4 

ii. For the requirements given below, point out stakeholders, functional 

and non-functional requirements:  

        ATM   service                     

        Library Management system 

  

 

10 

K4 

OR 

 (b) i. Explain the metrics used for specifying non-functional requirements. 8 K2 

ii. Explain in detail about LOC and FP based estimation. 8 K2 

 

13. (a) i. Given a set of ‘n’ numbers. Write an algorithm that finds whether a 

given number is positive, negative, zero, even or odd. Finally the 

total number in each category is also printed. Draw the flow graph 

and enumerate paths for testing. Determine the number of 

independent paths using cyclomatic complexity. 

8 K3 

ii. 

 
Find independent program paths for the above flow graph using 

cyclomatic complexity value. 

8 K3 

OR 

 (b) i. Explain the fundamental software design concepts in detail?  8 K2 

ii. List the golden rules for user interface design. 8 K2 

 

14. (a) Explain object oriented systems development with neat sketch. 16 K2 

OR 

 (b) i. Explain polymorphism, inheritance, object associations and 

aggregations with examples. 

8 K2 

ii. Differentiate static binding with dynamic binding with example. 8 K4 

 

15. (a) Create a problem statement, software requirement specification and all 

UML diagrams for banking application. 

16 K6 

OR 

 (b) Explain Unified modeling approach with all necessary diagrams in detail. 16 K2 
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